Folding and Unfolding the Chailey Lying Support

This only applies to larger sizes of Chailey Lying Support.

**Unfolding the Chailey Lying Support**
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**WARNING**

*When unfolding the board, keep hands away from the middle of the base where it folds.*

To unfold the Chailey Lying Support, position the board so that it forms a ‘pyramid’ (Fig 6). Ensure the catches are in the open position, and carefully unfold the board so it lays flat. Close the two catches (Fig 7).

**Folding the Chailey Lying Support**
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**WARNING**

*When folding the board, use the hand slot to lift the board keeping hands away from the side of the board.*

To fold the support, open the two catches (Fig 8). Position the board so that it forms a ‘pyramid’. Finally, use the handle to lift the board so it folds completely.

**Folding the Lateral Supports**
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Pull the angled part of the lateral supports away towards the edge of the base (Fig 9). It will unclip and the whole support will fold flat (you may find that getting your child in and out of the board is easier with the lateral supports folded flat like this).

To put them back up, fold the supports so that they at right angles to the baseboard. Fold up the remaining part and clip it back into place.